SPECIAL SECTION: PFANDBRIEF BANKS
Pfandbrief banks draw on financing to widen activity
Pfandbrief banks are important providers of residential and commercial property finance in Germany,
issuing according to legally prescribed standards,
which until July 2005 was laid down in the Mortgage
Bank Act and after that in the Pfandbrief Act.

This has resulted in a higher level of expertise and
professionalism, according to the Association of Pfandbrief Banks, vdp. In their core business fields, German
member banks provide 26% of all residential property
finance in the nation and 63% of commercial property
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Why Germany’s Pfandbrief banks can provide
mortgage finance even in the worst of times
by Jens Tolckmitt, Chief Executive, Association of German Pfandbrief Banks, vdp, Berlin
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were resumed,” vdp said in an analysis. Cross-border
lending even rose by 22.0%.
Developments in individual segments differed.
Growth in commercial property finance was driven
above all by a significant increase in lending for office,
by far the most important segment, with a share of
roughly 56% of total commercial loan commitments.
Activity across all commercial lending rose by about
one quarter (€5bn). In particular, hotel properties as
well as factory and workshop buildings recorded a very
positive development in 2010, with new loans almost
doubling. Because of their small shares in commercial
property finance, however, their contribution to
growth was relatively modest. Meanwhile, loan commitments for retail buildings, the second most important property category, and accounting for one quarter
of commitment activity, stagnated at around €11bn.
In 2010, three countries accounted for about two
thirds of all cross-border loans. The most important
foreign markets were Great Britain with commitments
of €6.5bn (29.1% of foreign total), France with €5.3bn
(23.8%) and the US with € 2.8bn (12.6%). Total
cross-border commercial property loans as at end2010 amounted to €149bn, equivalent to almost half
of all commercial property loans outstanding. pie
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loans. But foreign customers are gaining in importance. Until 1988 the former mortgage banks confined
their lending operations to the German market but
since then they have tapped into market potential presented by mortgage and public-sector lending in the
member states of the European Union and the European Economic Area. Since July 2002, German Pfandbrief banks may also engage in mortgage and publicsector lending in the US, Canada and Japan.
In 2010, the volume of loan commitments by vdp
banks totalled €142bn, up just 1.6% from 2009.
Whereas the strains from the financial and economic
crisis led to pronounced declines in 2009, individual
segments developed differently last year. Considerable increases were observed in real estate finance,
while lending volumes in public-sector, ship and aircraft finance were down. New commitment activity
in commercial property finance made a marked recovery. Total loan commitments rose by 16.9% to
€43.8bn, while new lending in Germany rose 12.0%.
Besides the favourable overall economic environment, this reflected the increase in transactions as
well as in commercial construction investment. “This
was probably attributable in part to projects which
had been postponed during the financial crisis and
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An equation that always works. Even in troubled times, the Pfandbrief is an especially

For more information, go to: www.pfandbrief.org

simply pfandbrief
simply good
Aareal Bank + apoBank + BayernLB + Berlin Hyp + Bremer Landesbank + Commerzbank + COREALCREDIT BANK + DekaBank + Deutsche Hypo + Deutsche Kreditbank +
Deutsche Pfandbriefbank + Deutsche Postbank + Deutsche Schiffsbank + Dexia Kommunalbank + DG HYP + Düsseldor fer Hypothekenbank + DVB Bank +
Eurohypo + Hamburger Sparkasse + Helaba Landesbank Hessen-Thüringen + HSH Nordbank + IKB Deutsche Industriebank + ING-DiBa + Kreissparkasse Köln +
Landesbank Berlin LBB + LBBW + Münchener Hyp + NORD/LB + SaarLB + Santander Consumer Bank + SEB + Sparkasse KölnBonn +
UniCreditBank + VALOVIS BANK + WarburgHyp + WestImmo + WestLB + WL BANK + Wüstenrot Bank = As s o c i At i o n o f g e r m A n P fA n d b r i e f b A n k s

